
Regular cleaning
for oiled Berg & Berg floors

1. Wash with soap water
Dip the mop into the bucket with soapwater, wring 
it out lightly and mop the floor until any dirt gently 
releases from the surface.

2. Remoove dirty soapwater 
Absorb the dirty water with the mop from the floor, 
flush the mop in clear water and squeese it out well.

3. Leave a clean soap protection
Soak the mop in soapwater again an wring it out. Wipe 
the floor with it evenly and then let the surface dry.

Remark
Do not wipe with clear water only and do not leave any 
puddles.

If necessary, the water in the buckets should be rene-
wed so that there will be no dirty water spread on the 
floor. For small areas and low soiling, a single bucket 
with soapwater is sufficient. For larger areas, it is con-
venient to use a double carriage for two buckets.

video clip

We recommend using a cotton mop e.g. Faxe SwepMopp. The SwepMopp has soft cotton fibers and an integrated 
wring mechanism. Its head is removable, can be washed and replaced if worn. If new, allow the cotton head a few 
minutes in warm water to fully soak and get ready to use.

How to keep your floor in shape
 · Use a good door mat at all entries and keep away abra-
sive dirt from the floor.
 · Regularly clean the floor by vacuuming or sweeping.
 · All furniture must have clean felt floor protectors or 
soft furniture castors suitable for parquet flooring. 
 · Prevent moisture and moisture accumulation, e.g. by 
coasters under flower pots. Do not leave puddles. · 
 · Maintain a healthy indoor climate: 35 – 65% relative 
humidity / 18 – 22°C room temperature.
 · Adhering dirt shall always be damp wiped.


